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On the face of it nothing could be further apart than Wicca, a Goddess/God-centric modern Pagan

mystery school whose Rede is "An it harm none do what ye Will," and Freemasonry, a

brotherhood/sisterhood and system of morality veiled in allegory, taught in a symbolic language,

whose great principles are brotherly love, relief, and truth. But the connections between them are

closer than might at first appear. This book reviews the literature of the history of Wicca with

especial reference to its links with Freemasonry, demonstrating their surprisingly close historical

affiliations. In addition the links between Freemasonry, Druidry, Sufism, and other modern Pagan

movements are also examined." For these truly are the five points of fellowship feet to feet, knee to

knee, groin to groin, breast to breast, arms around back, lips to lips" Wiccan Book of Shadows "I will

defend the Five Points of Fellowship, in enactment as well as concept..." Freemasonry's

third-degree initiation In the heart of both Freemasonry and Wicca, there is the spiritual quest and

journey, as in many other mystery schools. Freemasons begin as a rough ashlar stone and

eventually transform to a perfect cube. Its study of the seven liberal arts and sciences educates their

initiates, transforming their mind to become a living Temple to the Great Architect while the seven

graces provide them with the moral compass to walk through daily life. Wicca's teaching is clearly

stated in its Charge of the Goddess: "To thou who thinkest to seek Me, know that thy seeking and

yearning shall avail thee not unless thou knowest the Mystery. If that which thou seekest thou

findest not within thee, thou wilt never find it without. For behold, I have been with thee from the

beginning; and I am that which is attained at the end of desire." The same message is also given to

all Master Masons in their 3rd-degree ceremony: an injunction to reflect on "that most interesting of

all human studies, the knowledge of yourself." In both, we can still hear down the centuries the

echoes of Plato's teachings and the Delphic maxim at the Temple of Apollo at Delphi:: Know thyself.

'Merry Meet, Merry Part, Merry Meet Again' - the Wiccan farewell "Happy have we met, happy have

we been, happy may we part, and happy meet again" - words spoken at the end of the

second-degree Masonic initiation
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I almost gave this book a two or three star rating. That would have been pretty bad considering the

author was Payam Nabarz whose work I enjoy very much. Now why would I give this book a three.

Well first off it is rather short. I was hoping it would be a bit longer and packed with more details. In

the end it had those details which is what earned it a 4. The book had a another problem , I read the

kindle edition , and it had illustration or other pictures plastered over the text , sometimes

obliterating half a paragraph. Anyone who read "Triumph of the Moon" by Roonald Hutton would be

well aware that Wicca was strongly influenced by Freemasonry.It is a well known fact that Gerald

Gardener, the founder of Modern Wicca, was both a Freemason and a member of Crowley's OTO.

The Golden Dawn , OTO and other Ceremonial Magic lodges were founded by Masons. Crowley

was a Mason. The ritual works of Wicca in many cases were forgeries or direct lift off of Golden

Dawn Rituals and Masonic Rituals. Besides the lifting of ritual materials, Wicca borrows terminology

and ritual movements from the Mason, albeit in moderated form. Terms like Merry Meet and Merry

part were taken from Masnic works and modified. The term Cowan refers to someone who is not an

initiate of Wicca or Freemasonry. Both call their practice "The Craft" Both Circe sun wise around a a

circle and they both call their tool well tool. Although there tools are different . Wiccans use a black

handled Athame, white handled boline, a wand ceremonial sword and pentacle. Mason use the

pentacle and also a hammer and other construction tools.Masonic groups seem too be on the

decline while modern pagan movement influenced by the Mason seem to be on the rise. Marry



relies more on scripted ritua.
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